Measurement of the $B^0_s$ lifetime

OPAL Collaboration

The lifetime of the $B^0_s$ meson has been measured with the OPAL detector at LEP. A sample of $B^0_s$ ($\bar{B}^0_s$) decays has been obtained using $D^-_s \ell^+$ (and charge conjugate, where $\ell$ denotes a lepton) combinations, where the $D^-_s$ was reconstructed in either the $\phi\pi^-$ or $K^{*-}K^-$ channel. The decay lengths of $D^-_s \ell^+$ combinations were measured using vertex reconstruction. Proper decay times were obtained by combining these decay lengths with an estimate of the relativistic boost of the $B^0_s$ and were used in a maximum likelihood fit for the mean $B^0_s$ lifetime. From approximately 22 $D^-_s \ell^+$ combinations attributed to $B^0_s$ decays (after background subtraction) in 1.26 million hadronic $Z^0$ events recorded between 1990 and 1992, we have measured $\tau_{B^0_s} = (1.13^{+0.35}_{-0.26}) \text{ (stat)} \pm 0.09 \text{ (sys)} \text{ ps}$

1. Introduction

The lifetimes of $b$ hadrons are related to both the strength of the $b$ quark coupling to $c$ and $u$ quarks and by the dynamics of $b$ hadron decay. In the spectator model, the light quarks in $b$ hadrons play no role in the decay of the $b$ quark, leading to the prediction that the lifetimes of all $b$ hadrons are equal to the lifetime of the $b$ quark. The prediction of the same model for charmed hadrons is incorrect since the measured $D^+$ lifetime is approximately 2.5 times the $D^0$ lifetime [1]. The larger mass of the $b$ quark suggests that $b$ hadron decays should follow more closely the predictions of the spectator model. Although more sophisticated models [2] predict $b$ meson lifetime differences of the order of 10% or less, $b$ baryon lifetimes could differ from mesons by as much as 15–20%. The observation of deviations of much greater magnitude would be very difficult to accommodate in existing models.

In this letter we present a measurement of the lifetime of the $B^0_s$ meson. The semileptonic decay $B^0_s \rightarrow D^-_s \ell^+\nu X$ is used to tag $B^0_s$ decays. The proper decay time is determined on an event-by-event basis using measured decay lengths and estimates of the $B^0_s$ energy. The following sections describe the OPAL detector, the selection of $B^0_s$ candidates, the vertex topology of the events, the determination of the $B^0_s$ decay length, the estimation of the $B^0_s$ energy, the lifetime fit, the results, and the systematic errors. Charge conjugation is implied throughout this letter.

2. The OPAL detector and data sample

The OPAL detector is described in ref [3]. The portion of the central tracking system common to all data sets comprises a precision vertex drift chamber and a large volume jet chamber surrounded by a set of chambers to measure the $z$-coordinate. The central tracking chambers are contained in a four bar pressure vessel immersed in a solenoidal magnetic field of 0.435 T. The impact parameter resolution in the $x$-$y$ plane achieved for 45 GeV/c muon pair events is 36 $\mu$m for tracks in the barrel with 12 vertex chamber hits, and the momentum resolution is approximately $(\sigma_{pxy}/p_{xy})^2 = (0.02)^2 + (0.0015p_{xy})^2$, where $p_{xy}$ is the transverse momentum in GeV/c. The jet chamber also provides up to 159 samples of the ionization energy loss, $dE/dx$, for particle identification with a resolution of 3–4% over a wide range of momenta up to 20 GeV/c. Outside the coil are a time-of-flight scintillator array and a lead glass electromagnetic calorimeter with presampler, followed by a hadron calorimeter consisting of the instrumented return yoke of the magnet, and several layers of muon chambers.

A 1.4 mm thick carbon fiber beam pipe of 7.8 cm radius was in place for the 1990 LEP run. For the 1991 run a high precision silicon microvertex detector [4] surrounding a 1.1 mm thick, 5.3 cm radius beryllium-composite beam pipe was placed inside a new 2.2 mm thick, 8.0 cm radius carbon fiber pipe. The silicon detector was operational for 73% of the data collected in 1991, and all of the data collected in 1992, and provides two layers of silicon strip readout in the $x$-$y$ plane. The polar angle acceptance is $|\cos \theta| \leq 0.82$ (0.76) for the inner (outer) layer.
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#1 The coordinate system is defined so the $z$-axis follows the electron beam direction and the $x$-$y$ plane is perpendicular to it with the $x$-axis lying horizontally. The polar angle $\theta$ is defined relative to the $+z$-axis, and the azimuthal angle $\phi$ is defined relative to the $+x$-axis.
and the impact parameter resolution in the $x$-$y$ plane achieved for 45 GeV/c muon pairs is 18 $\mu$m for tracks with associated hits in both layers of the silicon microvertex detector.

Further information on the performance of the tracking and $dE/dx$ measurements can be found in refs [4–6].

The average intersection point of the electron and positron bunches, or beam spot, is measured using charged tracks in the OPAL data [7] with a technique that follows any significant shifts in the position during a LEP fill. The precision on the coordinates of the centroid is better than 10 $\mu$m. The intrinsic width of the beam in the vertical direction is taken to be 8 $\mu$m, from considerations of LEP beam optics. The width in the horizontal direction, which is measured directly, is between 100 $\mu$m and 160 $\mu$m, depending on the LEP optics.

3. Event selection

The data collected during the 1990–1992 LEP running periods are used in this analysis. The OPAL detector recorded 7 pb$^{-1}$ integrated luminosity in 1990, 14 pb$^{-1}$ in 1991, and 25 pb$^{-1}$ in 1992. After standard hadronic selection [8] and detector performance requirements, a sample of 1.26 million events is selected. The selection of the semileptonic $B^0$ events follows closely that of ref [9]. The identification of hadron species in this analysis relies on ionization energy loss ($dE/dx$) measurements [6] in the OPAL jet chamber in the region $|\cos \theta| < 0.94$. Only particles with more than 20 $dE/dx$ samples are identified. Two levels of identification are used, which are defined as follows:

1. A charged track is considered to be consistent with a specific particle type if its $dE/dx$ value is within three standard deviations of the expected $dE/dx$ for that particle hypothesis.

2. The more stringent requirement of positive identification of a kaon requires that a particle have a $dE/dx$ value within two standard deviations of the expected $dE/dx$ value for a kaon, and more than one standard deviation below the $dE/dx$ expected for a pion.

Positive identification is used only for particles with momenta greater than 2 GeV/c, to avoid the regions where the $dE/dx$ values for pions and kaons overlap.

The efficiency for particle identification is about 95% for the consistency criterion, and ranges from 74% to 84% for the positive identification of charged kaons in the range of momenta relevant to this analysis. The positive identification criteria for charged kaons rejects about 84% of the charged pions.

The electron identification procedure used in this paper is that given in refs [10,11]. Electrons with $p > 3$ GeV/c in the angular range $|\cos \theta| < 0.7$ are used in this analysis. The electron identification procedure uses $dE/dx$, shower shape information from the electromagnetic calorimeter and presampler, and $E/p$, where $E$ is the energy deposited in the calorimeter around the extrapolated position of the central detector track of momentum $p$. Electron candidates which are identified as arising from photon conversions are rejected. The electron identification efficiency is approximately 55%, while the probability of misidentifying a hadron as an electron ranges from 0.003% at $p \approx 3$ GeV/c to 0.1% at $p > 10$ GeV/c.

Muons are identified [10] by associating central detector tracks with track segments in the muon detectors, and requiring a position match in two orthogonal coordinates. The average identification efficiency is approximately 76% for muons with $p > 3$ GeV/c and $|\cos \theta| < 0.9$. The corresponding average probability for a hadron to be misidentified as a prompt muon is estimated to be 0.8%.

The $B^0_s$ is reconstructed in the decay chain $B^0_s \rightarrow D^- \ell^+ \nu (X)$, where $\ell$ is either $e$ or $\mu$ and $D^- \rightarrow \phi \pi^-$ with $\phi \rightarrow K^+K^-$, or $D^- \rightarrow K^{*0}K^-$ with $K^{*0} \rightarrow K^+\pi^-$. The requirement demanded in [9] that reconstructed $D^- \rightarrow K^{*0}K^-$ vertices lie on the same side of the beam axis as the $K^+K^-\pi^-$ momentum vector is not applied as it may bias the reconstructed $D^- \ell^+$ decay length. Tracks arising from identified secondary vertices due to decays of $\Lambda$, $K^{0}_L$ or $\gamma$ conversions are excluded from $K^+K^-\pi^-\ell^+$ combinations. The lepton candidates are required to have $p_t$, the transverse momentum with respect to the associated jet direction (calculated with the lepton momentum included) greater than 1.2 GeV/c. The $K^+K^-\pi^-$ combinations are required to carry more than 15% of the beam energy and the invariant mass of the $K^+K^-\pi^-\ell^+$ must lie between 3.2 and 5.5 GeV/c$^2$ in order to suppress the combinatorial background. All charged kaons have to pass the kaon consistency
Fig 1 Decay topology for $B_0^0 \rightarrow D_s^- \ell^+ \nu$, where $\delta$ is the measured $B_0^0$ decay length

criterion For the $D_s^- \rightarrow K^{*0} K^-$ mode, the invariant mass of the $K^+ \pi^-$ must lie between 0.845 GeV/$c^2$ and 0.945 GeV/$c^2$, and the $K^-$ must be positively identified to avoid possible confusion with the decay $D^- \rightarrow K^{*0} \pi^-$ where it is possible to misidentify the $\pi^-$ as a $K^-$. For the $D_s^- \rightarrow \phi \pi^-$ mode, the invariant mass of the $K^+K^-$ must lie between 1.005 GeV/$c^2$ and 1.035 GeV/$c^2$. The cosine of the opening angle between the lepton candidate and the $K^+K^-$ momentum direction is required to be greater than 0.6 to reduce the number of combinations of leptons and $D_s^-$ from different $b$ hadrons in the same event.

Additional criteria are used to select combinations suitable for precise decay length measurements. The semileptonic decay sequence of $B_0^0$ leads to two distinct vertices as illustrated in fig 1: the intersection of the lepton and the $D_s^-$ forms the first decay vertex, and the decay of the $D_s^-$ forms the second. We first attempt to fit a vertex in the $x-y$ plane from the decay products of the $D_s^-$ candidate, using the $\pi^-$, $K^+$ and $K^-$ tracks from either the $\phi \pi^-$ or $K^{*0}K^-$ channel. The reconstructed $D_s^-$ momentum is then extrapolated to its intersection with the lepton candidate in the $x-y$ plane. The two resulting lengths, $\delta$, from the average beam spot to the $D_s^-$ intersection (\(\delta\) in fig 1), and from the $D_s^-$ intersection to the $D_s^-$ decay point, are converted into three dimensions using the reconstructed $\theta$ angles of the $D_s^-$ system, and of the $D_s^-$, respectively. The use of the $D_s^-$ momentum vector as an estimator for the $\theta$ of the decaying $B_0^0$ has been studied with Monte Carlo samples. While the presence of undetected particles in the decay (e.g., the neutrino) and detector resolution produce a smearing in $\theta$, the bias due to this approximation is found to be negligible. The average $B_0^0$ decay length, $L$, is about 0.2 cm, while the measurement uncertainty, $\sigma_L$, is about 300 $\mu$m, and includes contributions from the tracking errors and the uncertainty in the position and intrinsic spread in the beam spot. The $D_s^-$ decay length (about 0.1 cm) and the $\chi^2$ of the $D_s^-$ decay vertex fit are also used to reject background combinations and mismeasurements. In particular, we require

- $|ct_D| < 0.08$ cm,
- $t_D/\sigma(t_D) > -1.5$,
- $\chi^2_D < 10$,

where $t_D$ is the calculated proper $D_s^-$ decay time, and $\chi^2_D$ is the $\chi^2$ of the $D_s^-$ vertex fit in the $x$-$y$ plane. The projected decay length of the $D_s^- \ell^+$ combination is determined from a fit where the assumed direction of the $B_0^0$ in the $x$-$y$ plane is constrained to be that of the $D_s^- \ell^+$ momentum vector.

Further requirements are placed on the quality of the tracks forming the $D_s^- \ell^+$ candidates to reduce the contamination from poorly reconstructed tracks and pattern recognition mistakes. We require that the lepton candidate and at least 2 of the 3 particles forming the $D_s^-$ candidate have at least one silicon vertex detector hit, or a majority of “first hits” in the vertex drift chamber. In order to reduce the contamination from poorly reconstructed events, only those events with measured $B_0^0$ decay lengths in the range $-1.0 \text{ cm} < L < 2.0 \text{ cm}$, and having decay length errors $\sigma_L < 0.6 \text{ cm}$, are selected.

The $K^+K^-\pi^-$ invariant mass distribution for “right sign” ($K^+K^-\pi^-\ell^+$) candidates is shown in fig 2, where the $\phi \pi^-$ and $K^{*0}K^-$ contributions have been summed. The dashed-line histogram shows the “wrong sign” ($K^+K^-\pi^-\ell^-$) combinations. A likelihood fit to a Gaussian signal on a linear background yields a fitted $D_s^-$ mass of 1.959 ± 0.004 GeV/$c^2$, and a width of 0.018 ± 0.003 GeV/$c^2$. The fitted background fraction is 0.33 ± 0.05, for the interval $1.915 < m_{KK\ell} < 2.003$ GeV/$c^2$. The $D^-\rightarrow \phi \pi^-$ contribution (the peak at $m_{KK\ell} = 1.86$ GeV/$c^2$) is

The “first hit” on a particular wire is the one that has the shortest measured drift time.

#2 The decay lengths are signed by the cosine of the angle between the position vector of the decay vertex (relative to its assumed production point), and the combined momentum vector of the measured decay particles

#3 The “first hit” on a particular wire is that with the shortest measured drift time
Fig 2 The $K^+K^-\pi^-$ invariant mass distribution is shown for $K^+K^-'\pi^-\ell^+$ combinations (solid histogram) and $K^+K^-\pi^-\ell^-$ combinations (dashed histogram). The fitted curve is described in the text.

Table 1
Numbers of events in the signal and sideband regions. The masses are in GeV/c²

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$D_s\ell$ combination</th>
<th>$K^+K^-\pi^-$ mass interval</th>
<th>No of events</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>right sign</td>
<td>1 915–2 003</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wrong sign</td>
<td>1 915–2 003</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>right sign</td>
<td>2 050–2 200</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wrong sign</td>
<td>2 050–2 200</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>total signal events</td>
<td></td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>total sideband events</td>
<td></td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

fitted to avoid biasing the background estimate, but the contamination from $D^-\rightarrow\phi\pi^-$ decays in the $D_s^-$ signal region is negligible. No peak is observed at the $D_s^-$ mass in the wrong sign combinations.

Table 1 gives the number of events used in the lifetime fit. We define right sign combinations with $1 915 < m_{KK\pi} < 2 003$ GeV/c² as “signal” events. The expected background in the signal region, based on the fit, is 10.9 events. The total uncertainty in the background fraction is ±0.10, which comes from combining the uncertainty in the fitted background fraction with the binomial error on the expected fraction of background events. The events referred to as “sideband” events come from three categories – wrong sign combinations in the signal region, and both right and wrong sign combinations in the high-mass region with $2 050 < m_{KK\pi} < 2 200$ GeV/c². The decay time distribution of the sideband sample is taken as an estimate of the decay time distribution of the combinatorial background in the signal region. The mass region below the $D^-\pi^-$ is not used to avoid events which come from partially reconstructed charm decays. The decay time distributions of these signal and sideband samples are used in the maximum likelihood fit for the $B^0_s$ lifetime.

4. The lifetime fit

4.1 Estimation of the relativistic boost

The measured decay length ($L_\ell$) for each $B^0_s$ must be converted into a proper decay time ($t_\ell$) by correcting for the relativistic boost of the $B^0_s$ meson via

$$t_\ell = \frac{L_\ell}{\beta_\ell\gamma c},$$

where $\beta_\ell$ is the relativistic boost of the $B^0_s$. Since the $B^0_s$ is only partially reconstructed, it is necessary to make an estimate of the conversion factor $1/\beta_\ell$. An unbiased, event-by-event estimate is made using the $B^0_s$ mass ($m_{B_s}$) and the invariant mass ($m_{DK}$) and energy ($E_{DK}$) reconstructed from the momenta of the four charged tracks forming the $D_s\ell$ combination. Assuming that the neutrino is the only missing particle, then

$$f(E_{DK}, m_{DR}^2) = \frac{\Delta}{m_{B_s} E_{DK}} \left( \frac{\Sigma + \beta A}{\Sigma - \beta A} \right)^{-1},$$

where $A \equiv m_{B_s}^2 - m_{DR}^2$, $\Sigma \equiv m_{DK}^2 + m_{DR}^2$, and

$$f(E_{DK}, m_{DR}^2) = \sqrt{4\beta^2 \Delta^2 \left( \frac{\Sigma + \beta A}{\Sigma - \beta A} \right)^{-2} - 1}$$

provides an unbiased estimate of the true conversion factor, $1/\beta_\ell$. The root mean square uncertainty of this estimate is

$$\sigma_f = \sqrt{4\beta^2 \Delta^2 \left( \frac{\Sigma + \beta A}{\Sigma - \beta A} \right)^{-2} - 1}$$

Eqs (2) and (3) are both analytical derivations, using exact decay kinematics.

We use $m_{B_s} = 5.367$ GeV/c² in the calculation of $f(E_{DK}, m_{DR}^2)$ [12].
Uncertainties due to the presence of unreconstructed particles other than the neutrino are discussed in section 6

4.2 Maximum likelihood fit

The $B_0^0$ decay time distribution is taken to be an exponential distribution convoluted with a Gaussian resolution function whose width is determined by the uncertainty in the decay time. The likelihood of measuring the decay time $t_i$ from a parent distribution of lifetime $\tau_0$ is

$$
L^B_i(\tau_0 \mid t_i, \sigma_i) = \frac{1}{\tau_0 \sigma_i \sqrt{2\pi}} \times \int_0^\infty \exp\left(-\frac{(t' - t_i)^2}{2\sigma_i^2}\right) dt',
$$

$$
\equiv G(t_i, \sigma_i) \otimes E(\tau_0),
$$

(4)

where $G(t_i, \sigma_i)$ is a Gaussian of width $\sigma_i$ centered at a mean value of $t_i$, and $E(\tau_0)$ is an exponential of mean lifetime $\tau_0$. The uncertainty, $\sigma_i$, is given by

$$
\sigma_i(s) = \frac{L_i}{\beta_{i/c}} \left[ \left( \frac{s \sigma_L}{L_i} \right)^2 + \left( \frac{\sigma_L}{f_i} \right)^2 \right]^{1/2},
$$

(5)

where the scale factor $s$ is introduced to allow the fitted lifetime to be independent of a systematic misestimation of the decay length errors.

The fit must also account for the background combinations present in the $D_s\tau$ sample. The functional form used to parametrize the background is a combination of two exponentials, one with a positive lifetime, and the other with a negative lifetime, both convoluted with a Gaussian.

$$
L^bg_i(\tau^+, \tau^-, \ell^+ \mid t_i, \sigma_i)
$$

$$
\equiv \left[ f\ell^+ E(\tau^+) + (1 - f\ell^+) E(\tau^-) \right] \otimes G(t_i, \sigma_i),
$$

(6)

where by definition, $\tau^-$ and $\tau^+$ are non-negative, and $f\ell^+$ is the fraction of the background with lifetime $\tau^+$. This is partially due to the imprecise direction constraint used in the decay length calculation.

Only the combinatorial background is addressed here. The changes to the fit results which result from potential sources of physics background are very small and are discussed in section 6.

The full fit has five free parameters: two ($\tau_0$ and $s$) which describe the true $B_0^0$ events, and three ($\tau^+$, $\tau^-$, and $f\ell^+$) which describe the background events. The background which is present in the signal event sample is taken into account by simultaneously fitting these events with a combination of the likelihood for the $B_0^0$ decays and that for the background.

$$
L^bg_i \equiv (1 - f_{bg}) L^B_i + f_{bg} L^bg_i,
$$

(7)

where the background level, $f_{bg}$, is fixed to the fraction previously determined. The sideband event sample is assumed to have the same decay time properties as the background in the signal event sample, and is fitted with the background function only.

A normalization factor for the probability function, calculated for each event, accounts for the reduced range of the decay time in the convolution integral. This factor is very close to unity for the decay length window used in this analysis.

The decay time distributions of the signal events and the sideband events are shown separately in fig. 3. The result of the fit for the $B_0^0$ lifetime is

$$
\tau_{B_0} = 1.13^{+0.35}_{-0.26} \text{ ps}
$$
The curves in fig. 3 represent the sum of the decay time probability distributions for each event. The figures indicate that the fitted functional forms provide a good description of the data for both signal and background. However, it should be noted that the fit is performed to the unbinned data. The hatched area in the top part of fig. 3 is the contribution attributed to background combinations alone.

5. Consistency checks

The selection and fitting procedure is verified using a Monte Carlo simulation. A total of 20,000 simulated $Z^0 \rightarrow b\bar{b} \rightarrow B^{0}_s \bar{B}^{0}_s \ell^+ \nu \ell^+ \nu$ events generated with the JETSET 7.3 parton shower Monte Carlo generator [13] are used. The Peterson fragmentation function with $\epsilon_b = 0.0035$ is used for $b$ quarks, the remaining quarks are hadronized according to the LUND symmetric fragmentation function tuned to describe the inclusive distributions of hadronic $Z^0$ decays [14].

All of the events are generated with a mean $B^0_s$ lifetime of 140 ps and passed through the full OPAL detector simulation [15]. The Monte Carlo sample is processed by the same reconstruction software and selection procedure as used on the data. The decay lengths of events which passed all selection cuts are used as input to the lifetime fit, assuming there is no background. No evidence of a systematic bias of the measured lifetime is observed in either the selection or reconstruction processes. The generated and fitted lifetimes differ by $0.01 \pm 0.04$ ps.

As a cross check of the vertex reconstruction and decay length fitting techniques, the analysis method is also applied to a sample of $D_s \rightarrow \ell \nu$ events selected from the OPAL data using, where possible, similar kinematic requirements as for the $D_s \rightarrow \ell \nu$ sample. We fit the $\pi$ from the $D^+ \rightarrow \bar{D}^0 \pi^-$ transition and the $K^+ \pi^-$ from the $\bar{D}^0$ decay to a common vertex, then find the intersection of the reconstructed $\bar{D}^0$ with the lepton track. The fitted lifetime for this sample should be close to the $D^0$ and $B^+$ meson lifetimes [16] extracted from a similar sample, but analyzed using substantially different techniques. The fitted result obtained from a sample of about 70 events using data taken after the silicon microvertex detector was commissioned agrees well with both the $D^+ \rightarrow \ell^+ \nu$ lifetimes quoted in [16] and the average $b$ hadron lifetime [17]. In addition, the fitted decay length error scale factor is consistent with that found for the $B^0_s$ sample.

The decay length determination constrains the direction in the $x-y$ plane to be that of the $D_s \ell$ combination in the calculation of the apparent $B^0_s$ flight length. Repeating the analysis with no direction constraint, using the distance between the beam spot and the reconstructed $D_s \ell$ vertex in the $x-y$ plane divided by the sine of the $\theta$ angle of the reconstructed $D_s \ell$ momentum vector, yields an identical result to the direction-constrained fit, but with a slightly larger statistical uncertainty.

The standard fit uses the $K^+ K^- \pi^- \ell^-$ combinations in the $D_s$ mass region and the high mass $K^+ K^- \pi^-$ combinations for the sideband decay time distribution. To test the validity of using these events to determine the background parametrization, a fit is done using only the $K^+ K^- \pi^- \ell^-$ combinations in the $D_s$ mass region, no significant difference is observed in the measured lifetime.

Removing the $-1.0$ cm to 2.0 cm decay length window cut also produces no significant change in the measured $B^0_s$ lifetime.

6. Evaluation of systematic errors

Systematic errors from the following sources have been studied:
- Background fraction, source, and parametrization,
- Possible bias of the selection/fitting procedure,
- Estimation of the relativistic boost of the $B^0_s$ meson,
- The assumed position and size of the beam spot,
- Uncertainties in tracking errors.

The summary of these systematic errors appears in table 2 and their determination is discussed below.

The fraction of the $D_s \rightarrow \ell^+ \nu$ candidates in the signal sample coming from combinatorial background has been estimated to be $33 \pm 10\%$. Changing the background fraction assumed in the fit by one standard deviation changes $\tau_{B_s}$ by 0.07 ps. The fitted lifetime is insensitive to the particular background parametrization, an alternative parametrization with a positive lifetime exponential and a delta function at zero lifetime changes the fitted lifetime by 0.01 ps. The back-
Table 2
Summary of systematic errors on $\tau_{B_s}$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>$\sigma(\tau_{B_s})$ (ps)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>background</td>
<td>$\pm 0.07$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>possible bias of method</td>
<td>$\pm 0.03$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uncertainty in boost</td>
<td>$\pm 0.04$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>beam spot</td>
<td>$\pm 0.01$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>alignment errors</td>
<td>$\pm 0.02$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>quadrature sum</td>
<td>$\pm 0.09$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Backgrounds in the $B_s^0\rightarrow D_s^-\ell^+\nu$ sample which involve real $D_s^-\ell^+$ combinations from $B_{u,d}$ decays have been estimated using Monte Carlo simulations of the processes $B_{u,d}^-\rightarrow D_s^-K^+\nu X$ and $B_{u,d}^+\rightarrow D_s^+D_X, D^-\ell^-X$, with the generated $B_u$ and $B_d$ lifetimes set to 1.4 ps. The first of these sources is expected to contribute less than 1 event to the $D_s^-\ell^+$ sample, and the second is expected to be completely negligible. The effect of these backgrounds on the fitted $B_s^0$ lifetime is estimated by introducing a small component with a lifetime fixed at 1.4 ps into the fit. Based on a contamination of 1 event from $B_{u,d}^-\rightarrow D_s^-K^+\nu X$, we estimate the uncertainty due to this source to be $0.01$ ps, and combine this with the variations observed upon changing the parametrization and level of the background to assign a systematic error of $0.07$ ps due to uncertainties in the background.

The tests performed on the Monte Carlo samples described in the previous section are consistent with the fit being bias-free. For example, the ratio of the fitted lifetime to the generated lifetime is $1.006 \pm 0.030$. We take the statistical precision of this ratio as a potential selection and fitting bias and assign a systematic error of $0.03$ ps.

The boost estimation is quite insensitive to the $b$ fragmentation function for $B_s^0\rightarrow D_s^-\ell^+\nu$ decays. The expression in eq. (2) for estimating the relativistic boost of the $B_s^0$ is, however, inexact for decays with additional particles (e.g. $B_s^0\rightarrow D_s^-\ell^+\nu$, or $B_s^0\rightarrow D_s^-\ell^+\nu n\pi$). Assuming the fraction of decays to high mass states to be similar to that found in $B^0$ and $B^+$ decays (about 30%) [18], we find the expected bias in the estimated boost to be less than 1%. The Monte Carlo is used to compare the fitted lifetimes using the exact boost and the estimated boost. The difference between these results is used to assign a systematic error of $0.04$ ps for a possible uncertainty in the boost estimate, which includes the effects of a $0.1 \text{GeV}/c^2$ uncertainty in the mass of the $B_s^0$.

The average intersection point of the LEP beams in OPAL is used as the estimate of the production vertex of the $B_s^0$ candidates. The mean $x$ and $y$ coordinates of the beam spot are known to better than $10 \mu m$, as is the effective $r m s$ spread of the beam. This spread in the beam spot in $x$ is measured in the data to be about $160 \mu m$ in 1990 data, $150 \mu m$ in 1991 data, and $100 \mu m$ in 1992 data. The effective spread of the beam spot in $y$ is about $20 \mu m$, and is dominated by the uncertainty in following beam movements, since the intrinsic width due to LEP optics is expected to be less than $10 \mu m$. To test the sensitivity of $\tau_{B_s}$ to the assumed position and size of the beam spot, the coordinates of the beam spot are shifted by $\pm 25 \mu m$, and the spreads changed by $\pm 10 \mu m$. The largest observed variation in $\tau_{B_s}$ is $0.01$ ps, which we assign as a systematic error.

The effect of alignment and calibration uncertainties on the result is not studied directly, but is estimated from a detailed study of 3-prong $\tau$ decays [7], where the uncertainty in the decay length due to these effects is found to be $43 \mu m$. The average decay lengths of taus from $Z^0$ decay is approximately the same as the average $B_s^0$ decay length in this analysis, and since the uncertainty is not expected to depend on the opening angles between the detected particles, we assign an error of $43 \mu m$ to the decay length, which translates into an uncertainty on $\tau_{B_s}$ of $0.02$ ps.

The total systematic error of $0.09$ ps is obtained by adding the individual errors in quadrature.

7. Conclusion

A sample of approximately 22 $B_s^0\rightarrow D_s^-\ell^+\nu (X)$ decays, with $D_s^-\rightarrow K^+K^-\pi^-$ through either the $\phi\pi^-$ or $K^{*0}\pi^-$ channels, has been selected from 1.26 million hadronic $Z^0$ events recorded between 1990 and 1992. The decay lengths of the $D_s\ell$ combinations were measured and converted into proper decay times using an event by event estimate of the relativistic boost of the $B_s^0$. These decay times and their error estimates were used in a maximum likelihood fit to obtain the mean $B_s^0$ lifetime, taking into account the combina-
toral background underneath the $D_s^-$ peak. Based on these decays we find

$$\tau_{b_s} = 1.13^{+0.35}_{-0.26} \, (\text{stat}) \pm 0.09 \, (\text{sys}) \, \text{ps}$$

This result can be compared with the OPAL measurements of the average $b$ hadron lifetime $[17]$ ($1.524 \pm 0.051 \, \text{ps}$), and the $B^0$ and $B^+$ lifetimes $[16]$ ($1.51 \pm 0.27 \, \text{ps}$ and $1.51^{+0.32}_{-0.31} \, \text{ps}$, respectively).
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